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Abstrat

In this short note we ollet together known results on the use of Random Matrix

Theory in lattie statistial mehanis. The purpose here is two fold. Firstly the

RMT analysis provides an intrinsi haraterization of integrability, and seondly it

appears to be an e�etive tool to �nd new integrable models. Various examples from

quantum and lassial statistial mehanis are presented.

1 Introdution

The Random Matrix Theory (RMT) was introdued in the early �fties by E.P.

Wigner Ref.(1) to study heavy nuleus. The key idea was to replae Complex-

ity by Randomness, arguing that the Hamiltonian of a real heavy nuleus is

so ompliated that its full determination is out of reah. Instead of trying to

inlude all the physial ingredients, one onsiders, in the RMT analysis, that

the resulting operator an be seen as the representative of a suitable statisti-

al ensemble. Of ourse this is only an approximation but the RMT analysis

turned out to give very good results in desribing many situations in nulear

physis.

After this pioneering work, the RMT analysis has been applied to many �elds

of physis, and also of pure mathematis. Shematially one an draw a rude

analogy with the large number law: the distribution of the sum of a large num-

ber of independent random variables is, under some restritive onditions, a

Gaussian; in the same way the spetrum of a su�iently �generi� Hamilto-

nian is well approximated by the �average� spetrum of operator statistial

ensemble. A general presentation of the Random Matrix Theory an be found

in Refs.(2; 3).
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This statistial ensemble depends on the symmetries of the physial system

under onsideration. Atually this RMT analysis does not apply to a single

Hamiltonian, but to a family of Hamiltonians, i.e. an Hamiltonian depending

on some parameters. Four statistial ensembles are su�ient to desribe the

main situations one an enounter. If the family of the operator an be ex-

pressed in a basis independent of the parameters where all the entries of a

symmetri matrix are real, then the probability distribution should be invari-

ant under any orthogonal transformation. If one also requires independene of

the entries one is led to the so-alled Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble (GOE),

whih is the set of symmetri matries with entries drawn from a entered,

and normalized, Gaussian distribution (exept diagonal entries for whih the

root-mean square is two). A family of Hamiltonian is time-reversal invariant if

there exits an operator T suh that TeiH({λ})tT = ae−iH({λ})t
. This ondition is

ful�lled i� there exists a unitary operator K suh that H({λ})K = KH({λ}),
where K an be either symmetri or antisymmetri and H denotes the on-

jugate. Note that any symmetri and unitary operator K an be written as

the produt of a unitary operator U and its transpose, namely K = UŨ , and
thus one an perform a hange of basis bringing the hermitian HamiltonianH
into a symmetri hermitian, and thus real, matrix: U−1HU . One sees that if
an operator is time reversal invariant, and if K is symmetri, then the GOE

will apply. By ontrast if K is antisymmetri, the GOE will not apply. Instead

the so-alled Gaussian Sympleti Ensemble (GSE) will apply. This is the en-

semble of quaternion hermitian matries. In the ase where the family of the

operator is not time reversal invariant, then the Gaussian Unitary Ensemble

(GUE) will apply. The probability distribution is then invariant under any

unitary transformation. This is the ensemble of hermitian matries with both

real and imaginary parts of eah entries being independent and drawn from

a Gaussian distribution. The fourth ase is preisely the very peuliar ase of

integrable models. In this ase there exists a basis independent of the parame-

ters in whih the Hamiltonian is diagonal sine there are as many ommuting

operators as the size of the Hilbert spae. The ensemble to introdue here is

simply the Random Diagonal matrix Ensemble (RDE), i.e. diagonal matries

with random independent diagonal entries.

In the next setion we sketh how to apply these ideas to quantum and lassial

lattie statistial mehanis. In the last setion we illustrate the RMT with

various models of lattie statistial mehanis.

2 Appliation to lattie statistial mehanis

When applied to quantum statistial mehanis, it is lear that RMT analysis

has to be performed on the Hamiltonian itself. However for lassial statistial

mehanis, it is not lear what is the operator to be onsidered. Take for
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example the lassial Ising model. The possible values of the energy are Ek =
−(Ne − 2k)J , where Ne is the number of edges of the lattie and J is the

oupling onstant: the spetrum is totally rigid and thus will not be desribed

properly by any of the four statistial ensembles introdued in the previous

setion. It has been shown that the proper operator to onsider for lassial

models is the transfer matrix Ref.(4). Atually the proedures we present

below always apply either to the quantum Hamiltonian for the quantum model

or to the transfer matrix for the lassial model.

Before performing the RMT analysis on a given family of Hamiltonian one has

to onsider its symmetries. By symmetry we mean a linear operator indepen-

dent of the parameters ating on the same Hilbert spae and whih ommutes

with the family of Hamiltonian. The set of suh operators forms a group. Us-

ing the irreduible representations of this group one an �nd a basis in whih

the Hamiltonian is blok-diagonal, eah blok de�ning a setor indexed by

quantum numbers. Obviously, states belonging to di�erent setors are not or-

related and the analysis has to be performed separately in eah setor. These

symmetries are usually the lattie symmetries (i.e. the automorphy group of

the lattie in graph theory langage), the spin symmetries (for example the

O(3) spin and pseudo-spin symmetry of the Hubbard model Ref. (5)), and

the olor symmetry (for example the permutation of the states in a q-state
Potts model). The number of those symmetries is a power of the number of

sites of the lattie whereas the Hilbert spae size grows exponentially with

this number. Consequently the size of eah blok remains, after the blok di-

agonalization, an exponential funtion of the number of sites of the lattie.

However in the very speial ase of an integrable family of Hamiltonian, the

number of symmetries equals the Hilbert spae size, and a total redution

would lead to a ompletely diagonal matrix. In pratie one does not know all

the symmetries and the blok diagonalization is only partial, leading to bloks

well represented by RDE.

The density of states of the various models of lattie statistial mehanis

are very di�erent of eah other. Obviously no universality an be found in

the raw spetrum. Instead one an write the integrated density of states as

ρ(λ) ≃ regular(λ)+ sale ×universal(λ), where the regular part does depend
on the model while the universal part does not. The possible forms of the uni-

versal part are given by the four ensembles desribed in the �rst setion. The

proedure to extrat this universal part is known as the unfolding of the spe-

trum. It has been desribed in many referenes, and amounts to transforming

the raw eigenvalues into unfolded eigenvalues, whih have a loal density of

states very lose to one everywhere in the spetrum.

One the spetrum has been sorted aording to quantum numbers and prop-

erly unfolded, it remains to �ompare� it with the spetrum of the four en-

sembles GOE, GUE, GSE or RDE. For a given Hamiltonian the eigenvalues
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are well determined and the joint probability distribution of the eigenvalues

is simply a Dira measure. It will never be the joint probability distribution

of the eigenvalues of the Gaussian Ensembles whih is well known to be

Pβ(λ1, · · · , λn) = C
∏

i<j

|λi − λj|
β exp

(
−A

∑

i

λ2
i

)

where β = 1, 2, 4 respetively for GOE, GUE and GSE is the level repul-

sion. Instead, one an restore �probabilisti� properties introduing the level

spaings. Sorting the unfolded eigenvalues in asending order, the set of the

di�erenes s = λi − λi−1 between onseutive eigenvalues does form a distri-

bution whih an be ompared to the four referene level spaings:

P
RDE

(s) = exp(−s) P
GOE

(s) =
π

2
exp(−πs2/4)

P
GUE

(s) =
25

π2
exp(−4s2/π) P

GSE

(s) =
643

93π3
s4 exp(−64s2/9π)

Note that the above expression are only approximations of the orrespond-

ing level spaing distribution

1
. In pratie it is useful to use a parametrized

distribution whih extrapolate between RDE and GOE. Using the following

distribution

Pβ(s) = c(β + 1)sβ exp(−csβ+1) (1)

one an �nd the value of β realizing the best �t: a small value of β ∼ 0.1 will

indiate an integrable model, whereas a value of β ∼ 0.9 will indiate a GOE

statisti of the eigenvalues and onsequently a time-reversal model.

If one want to test how lose the given Hamiltonian is from the statistial

ensemble, one ompute other quantities involving more than only two onse-

utive eigenvalues. One of these quantity is the so-alled rigidity

∆3(L) =

〈
1

L
min
a,b

α+L/2∫

α−L/2

(ρ(λ)− aλ− b)2
〉

α

here the braket an average over all the possible position of the �window� of

width L. The behavior of the rigidity for the RDE, GOE, GUE and GSE is

known and is presented for omparison in the �gures of the next setion.

1
The atual distributions are in fat related to Painlevé transendents.
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3 Examples

This setion is devoted to various examples. We will see that indeed non

integrable model ompare extremely well with the orresponding Gaussian

ensemble, and also that the spetra of integrable models are, in many respet,

lose to a set of independent numbers (RDE) Refs(6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12; 13; 5;

14; 15).

3.1 The Generalized Hubbard Chain.

We begin with the generalized Hubbard Chain (see Ref.(8)) whih desribes

a set of eletrons (or any spin one-half partiles) on a hain and interating

via both a Coulomb repulsion U , a proximity interation V and a Heisenberg

oupling J . The results presented in this setion originate in a long-standing

ollaboration of H. Meyer with the authors (see Ref. (8)). The Hamiltonian

reads:

H = t
∑

i,σ

c†i+1,σci,σ + U
∑

i

ni↑ni↓ + V
∑

i

nini+1 + J
∑

i

−→
S i

−→
S i+1 (2)

This model is partiularly interesting sine it may, or may not, be integrable,

depending on the parameters. In this ontext integrable means that the eigen-

funtions atually have the form proposed in the Bethe ansatz (see Ref.(20)),

or in its re�ned nested form. The known integrable ases are summarized in

the following table:

U/t V/t J/t

Hubbard ∀ 0 0

t− J supersymetri ∞ ±1/2 ∓2

∞ ±3/2 ±2

t-0 ∞ 0 0

XXZ hain ∞ ∀ 0

In Fig. 1, we ompare the level spaing and the rigidity in two paradigm

ases Ref.(8). One ase t = 1, U = 10 and J = V = 0 orresponds to

an integrable ase, and, indeed, the level spaing P (s) and the rigidity ∆3

are in good agreement with the predition of independent eigenvalue (RDE),

whereas the seond ase t = U = 1, V = 0 and J = 2 orresponds to a generi
non integrable ase and is in good agreement with the GOE ensemble. The
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Figure 1. Generalized Hubard Chain

Hamiltonian Eq.2 being real, one expets GOE rather than GUE or GSE.

To better follow how the level repulsion β behaves in the di�erent region of

the parameter spae, we de�ne a path in the phase spae, and reord β as we

move along this path. To be spei� we simply �xed U = 0 and, for di�erent

values of V , we vary J . The parameter β orresponds to a best �t of the

distribution Eq. 1. On �gure Fig. 2 the spei� integrable points are learly

seen as points for whih the parameter β drops to zero, in exellent agreement

with the previous table.

3.2 The Chiral Quantum Potts Chain.

We now turn to another quantum Hamiltonian : the quantum hiral Potts

hain Refs.(16; 17). The orresponding transfer matrix has a higher genus

integrability Refs. (18; 19). So it is natural to wonder if also the Gaussian

ensembles provide orret desriptions of the spetrum. The quantum Hamil-

tonian reads:

H =
∑

j

N−1∑

n=1

[
αn (Xj)

n + αn

(
ZjZ

†
j+1

)n]
(3)

where Xj = I
⊗

· · ·
⊗

X
⊗

· · · I and Zj = I
⊗

· · ·
⊗

Z
⊗

· · · I operators X and

Z are in position position j, I is the unit q × q matrix, Xij = δi,j+1 mod(N)
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Figure 2. Repulsion as a funtion of the oupling (see text).

and Zij = δi,j exp (2πi(j − 1)/N). Moreover Hamiltonian Eq. 3 is omplex,

at least for general values of the parameters, and so one expets, a priori,

a GUE statisti. An integrability ondition has been found for this model

Ref.(18; 19). Restriting ourself to values of the parameters whih ensure that

Hamiltonian Eq. 3 is hermitian, we have performed a RMT analysis whih

allows us to onlude that i) along the integrable variety the RDE is an ade-

quate desription and ii) for generi point the GOE is the orret desription.

Point ii) is quite surprising, sine the GUE was expeted. This means that

there exists a basis, independent of the parameters, in whih the Hamiltonian

is real. We have been able to �nd this basis for sizes smaller than L = 6. Note
that this property implies the existene of a unitary operator K whih is ex-

tremely over-onstrained (see the introdution). From our numerial results,

we onjeture the existene of suh a basis for any hain size L.

3.3 The three-dimensional Ising model.

The three-dimensional Ising model is ertainly one of the most hallenging

model of lattie statistial physis. In partiular the properties of the ritial

point are debated. To larify this question we have performed a RMT analysis,

see Ref.(9) . We start with an anisotropi Ising model on a ubi lattie. In

two diretions the ouplings have the value K2 while, in the third, it has the

value K1. When K1 = K2 this is the usual isotropi ubi Ising model, and

when K1 = 0 it redues to the isotropi two dimensional square lattie. We
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Figure 3. Three-dimensional Ising model

keep onstant K2 = 1 and vary K1 in a range strarting from a small negative

oupling onstant value to a value su�iently large to be ertainly larger

than the ritial value whih an be rudely evaluated by di�erent means.

The results are summarized in Figure 3. It is lear, from this �gure, that the

ritial point does not show any trae of a possible integrability-like property

2
.

This is in ontrast with the results in the proximity of the two dimensional

ase, where the absene of level repulsion is learly seen.

3.4 The Ising model on the Kagomé lattie.

To onlude this short note we would like to mention that we have applied the

RMT analysis to the Ising model on the Kagomé lattie. F.Y. Wu, pointed

out to us that it would be interesting to test the ritial point of the Kagomé

lattie with the RMT analysis. The ritial manifold is not known, but F.Y.

Wu onjetured some algebrai variety for the anisotropi model see Ref. (21).

From this RMT analysis, a value for the ritial temperature of the isotropi

model an be dedued. This value is very lose to the one obtained from

Monte-Carlo simulations. Fig. 4 (taken from Ref.(10)) presents the level spa-

ing distribution for the onjetured ritial value K
W

, as well as for a generi

value K = 2. It on�rms a good agreement with the onjetured value, but,

2
Let us reall that the redution, in some saling limit, of the ritial three-

dimensional model to some (integrable) onformal �eld theory, thus yielding rational

exponents, had been suggested by several authors.
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Figure 4. Ising model on a Kagomé lattie.

mainly, it shows that the ritial point is integrable, in ontrast to the example

of the three dimensional ritial point.

4 Conlusions

We have seen that RMT analysis ould provide an alternative approah to in-

tegrability and, to some extent, an alternative de�nition to Bethe integrability

or to Yang-Baxter integrability. It also gives an operational way of testing in-

tegrability. We have found a time-reversal-like unexpeted symmetry in the

Chiral Quantum Potts hain for whih higher genus integrability ours, the

spetrum being orretly desribed by the RDE. Many other lassial spin

or vertex models, as well as various quantum models, have also been investi-

gated, all leading to the same onlusions developed in this note. Furthermore

we have shown that the three-dimensional Ising model does not have this

property of independent eigenvalues for the spetrum of the transfer matries.

This strongly suggests that this model will not be solved without a genuinely

new method, even at ritiality.
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